Assignment 10

1. What is the Constraint Management System (CMS)?
   - A system for managing patient care.
   - A system for managing hospital resources.
   - A system for managing hospital staff.

2. What is the role of the nurse in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

3. What is the role of the doctor in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

4. What is the role of the administrator in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

5. What is the role of the technician in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

6. What is the role of the patient in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

7. What is the role of the manager in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

8. What is the role of the supervisor in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

9. What is the role of the auditor in the CMS?
   - A. To perform CMS functions
   - B. To manage patient care
   - C. To manage hospital resources

10. What is the role of the security officer in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources

11. What is the role of the data entry clerk in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources

12. What is the role of the billing officer in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources

13. What is the role of the statistician in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources

14. What is the role of the marketing officer in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources

15. What is the role of the sales representative in the CMS?
    - A. To perform CMS functions
    - B. To manage patient care
    - C. To manage hospital resources